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T H I N K 
L O G I S T I C A L L Y

Our practices are  

built on transparency.  

Make better, more 

informed decisions  

with SHEER LOGISTICS.



TMS Integrations 

Every supply chain is unique. We provide 

custom tailored TMS integrations for even 

the most complex supply chains.

Logistics Consulting 

Looking for guidance but not sure where to 

begin? Our supply chain experts have tackled 

even the toughest logistics challenges.

Freight Brokerage 

Our Capacity solutions connect you with 

the world’s most reliable carriers, protecting 

your freight, timeline, and bottom line.

Freight Management 

We’ll provide technology, business intelligence, 

and resources while managing all of your 

carrier relationships. You’ll sit back and focus 

on the rest of your business.

Sheer was founded in 2009, delivering full outsource 

logistics solutions to large manufacturing and 

consumer products companies. Over the past 

decade, the company has evolved into a full 

service logistics provider offering TMS & integrated 

technology solutions, managed logistics services, and 

transactional brokerage. 

Our company brings together “best in class” 

middleware technology, TMS, BI tools, and logistics 

expertise to deliver solutions for even the most 

complex supply chains. As a logistics partner, we 

deliver measurable outcomes and establish a focus 

around continuous improvement. 

Sheer’s diverse customer base stretches from  

Fortune 500 organizations to entrepreneurial  

startup organizations. Our engagements vary  

from transactional freight brokerage to full  

logistics outsource. 

We can commit that we will always deliver “passion” 

to your supply chain operations with a clear focus on 

data driven decision making.

WHAT WE DO

WHO WE ARE



WE’RE HERE TO PUT AN END TO 

SUPPLY CHAIN UNCERTAINTY. 

We want a long-term relationship and a partner,  

and Sheer understands the importance of strategy  

and trustworthiness.

–Director of Supply Chain Operations,  Consumer Products Manufacturer

Our truth leads to extraordinary results. 

Information is power and we give it to our 

clients, because that’s what they deserve. 

We’re playing a long game, practicing 

honesty and mutual respect to help our 

clients thrive. At Sheer, we deliver facts — 

numbers, reports, real data — and we form 

relationships based on trust. Because 

that’s the only way business works every 

day, long term, for everyone involved.

Our state-of-the-art TMS solutions offer 

real-time visibility into your transportation 

network. Pair that with our analytical 

support and logistics expertise and you 

have an invaluable resource for enhancing 

your supply chain performance. There 

is zero conflict of interest between your 
goals and ours. 

LET’S BE CLEAR 
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